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MOTIVATION

Modeling and control of complex systems

• Challenges
- large number of degrees of freedom
- complex dynamics
- uncertainties
- small-data issues: unreliable or insufficient measurements, ...

• Objective
- control-oriented modeling
- model-based control design
- estimation
- sensor/actuator placement

• Economic impact
- prevent/suppress turbulence
- reduce skin-friction drag
- informed data acquisition
- stable power grid operation
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DATA-DRIVEN VS PHYSICS-BASED MODELING

data first-principal 
physics

?

model

Data-driven: flexible but not robust
small-data issues

Physics-based: robustness
trade-off (complexity vs accuracy)
modeling uncertainties

? How can data be used to refine the predictive
capability of physics-based models?

APPROACH

Stochastically forced linearized equations

linearized
dynamics

stochastic
input

stochastic
output

• view second-order statistics as data for inverse problems
• identify forcing statistics to account for available velocity statistics

COMPLETION OF TURBULENT FLOW STATISTICS
Turbulent channel flow Linearized Navier-Stokes Eqs.

 ̇ = A + B d

v = C  

Lyapunov equation: AX + X A⇤ = �B⌦B⇤

white-in-time excitation too restrictive!
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i• Convex optimization problem
minimize

X,Z
� log det (X) + � kZk?

subject to AX + XA⇤
+ Z = 0
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)ij = �ij (i, j) 2 I

• Dynamics of colored-in-time forcing
 ̇ = A + B d
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low-rank modification
 ̇ = (A+BCf ) + Bw
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STRUCTURED COVARIANCE COMPLETION
available output correlations:
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• Recovered off-diagonals - two-point correlations
nonlinear simulations covariance completion turbulent flow structures
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Fig. 2: (a) Cascade connection of the linear dynamics with a spatio-temporal filter that is designed to account
for partially available second-order statistics; (b) Sample flow structures that are extracted from the dominant
spatio-temporal frequency response of our data-refined model for high-Reynolds-number turbulent channel flow;
(c) Cross-plane view of the same structures; see [2] for additional details.

input excitation. Stochastic realization of the identified input statistics gives rise to spatio-temporal filters that
generate the appropriate colored-in-time excitation; see Fig. 2(a). Moreover, we have shown that colored-in-time
input can be equivalently interpreted as a low-rank modification to the original linear dynamics that reveals
potentially important dynamical coupling between states. Our method provides a systematic approach for using
data to refine the predictive capability of low-order models arising from first principles [1, 2]. Our earlier work
was recognized by the controls community as an ACC 2014 Best Student Paper award finalist [3].

2 Stochastic modeling of turbulent flows

The discovery of coherent structures and structural similarity patterns has inspired the development of data-
driven low-order models of wall-bounded shear flows [4]. Although such models are computationally tractable,
their data-driven nature is accompanied by a lack of robustness to outlier scenarios or in the presence of control
actuation, which introduces nontrivial challenges for model-based control design. In contrast, linearization of
the governing equations around stable equilibria can give rise to models that are well-suited for analysis and
synthesis using tools of modern robust control. These tools allow the designer to ensure satisfactory performance
even when the underlying physics deviate from the abstraction used for control design.

Statistical accuracy in capturing physically relevant quantities, e.g., shear stresses, requires a systematic
approach to noise modeling that accounts for the interplay between the dynamics and output statistics of our
model. Building on our modeling framework highlighted in Sec. 1, we have shown that colored-in-time stochastic
excitation of the linearized Navier-Stokes (NS) equations can be used to not only match one-point correlations of
a turbulent channel flow, e.g., normal and shear stresses, but to complete unknown two-point correlations . Our
work provides an interesting interpretation of background disturbances that models the e�ect of nonlinearities
as data-driven refinements in the form of structured (low-rank) perturbations to the linearized dynamics. Since
two-point correlations are reasonably recovered by our models, they can also be used to study the structural
similarity of turbulence and extract dominant spatio-temporal flow structures [2]; see Figs. 2(b,c).

3 Modeling and analysis of spatially evolving flows

The utility of linearized models in complex flow configurations such as mixing layers, jets, wakes, and boundary
layers has not been fully explored. This is mainly due to lack of homogeneity in spatially evolving flows, which
greatly increases the number of degrees of freedom in discretized evolution models of flow fluctuations. Previous
e�orts at the low-complexity modeling of such flows have examined approximations that exploit weakly non-
parallel features of such flows, e.g., parallel flow approximations [5,6], Floquet analysis [7], and the Parabolized
Stability Equations (PSE) [8]. Inspired by these results, we have taken a synergistic approach in employing ideas
from linear PSE and Floquet decomposition to capture the e�ect of mode interactions on the spatial evolution
of fluctuations via a linear progression [9]. The arising dynamical model which we call the parabolized Floquet
equations inherit the ability to account for (nonlinear) mode interactions from Floquet theory while maintaining
the simplicity of the linear PSE. As a result, our approach not only captures the essential physics of transitional
boundary layer flows, but also opens the door to model-based control design.

An important problem that arises in laminar boundary layers involves the receptivity of the spatially de-
veloping flow to exogenous sources of excitation (e.g., free-stream turbulence) that can trigger transition to
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